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Acquaviva
Sky
Sand
Abc
Blues
Up
Kitchen
Maximum efficiency
Made in Suno

On the cover: Move, Marco Venzano
Imagine the future is an fascinating challenge. For over sixty years we have been constantly engaged in developing new innovations and promoting the
protection of the environment, improving the efficiency of our product every day. We support the creativity of the best designers and architects, realising
bathroom settings unique for their design and technological content.

ECO-FRIENDLY MIXERS: MATERIAL RECYCLING
All of the machining production systems are connected to a conveyor that carries the chips to a centrifuge, inside of which the brass is separated from the
oil used for cooling and lubrication. The chips reach the storage silos and, after being treated, are turned back into brass bars, waste-free, while the oil is
filtered and put back into the circuits where it is used in the machinery, thus drastically reducing its consumption.

The Acquaviva collection.
Order and equilibrium.
Geometric proportions and cutting-edge technology. The new Acquaviva
collection celebrates sixty years of innovation, making the most of modern
captivating styling, with lines that are neat and well-balanced in every
detail and from all points of view. It uses the best available technology,
starting with the adoption of the Nobili Widd® 28 cartridge with its mere
28 mm diameter, the most advanced technological expression in the

sector, and so small. It uses the production quality of the Suno factory,
where the entire collection comes to life, one component at a time,
in futuristic and eco-friendly workshops. It respects the environment,
adopting solutions capable of reducing consumptions, reducing
management costs and saving the planet. The Acquaviva collection,
happy birthday Nobili.

ACQUAVIVA

Sixty years of innovation: to mark its sixtieth birthday, Nobili refuses to resort to half measures and treats itself to a brand new unmistakable collection. The
simultaneous appeal of a fresh and modern line is wrapped in an intense technological tradition forever present in the DNA of the brand: the innovation of
the Nobili Widd® 28 cartridge is reflected in the everyday use of the mixer, that of saving water and energy.

WASHBASIN

VV103118/1CR
Single control mixer tap

VV103128/2CR
Single control washbowl mixer tap

WE00198CR, VV103198CR
Wall-mounted single control mixer
tap with 150 mm spout

WE00198CR, VV103198/1CR
Wall-mounted single control mixer
tap with 200 mm spout

VV103110CR
External single control mixer tap
with duplex

VV103010/1CR
External thermostatic mixer tap

VV103010/1CR
External thermostatic mixer tap
with duplex

VV103030CR
External thermostatic mixer tap

VV103108CR
1-way flush fit single control mixer

VV103100CR
2-way flush fit single control mixer

BIDET

VV103119/1CR
Single control mixer tap

BATH - SHOWER

VV103110/1CR
External single control mixer tap

SHOWER

VV103130CR
External single control mixer tap

SHOWER HEADS

HAND SHOWERS AND SUPPORTS

AD138/44CR, AD139/122CR
350 mm wall-mounted arm,
swivel shower head 245 x 245 mm
with rain jet

AD146/43CR
Water connection with single jet
shower head

HAND SHOWERS AND SUPPORTS SHOWER COLUMNS

AD140/49CR
650 mm wall rail with single jet
shower head

VV103030/31CR
External single control mixer, swivel
shower head 245 x 245 mm with rain
jet, single jet shower head

SINK

VV103113CR
Single control mixer tap
with swivelling body

VV103127CR
Single control mixer tap with
swivelling body and two-jet
pull-out shower head

AD146/25CR
Directional support with single jet
shower head

AD150/1CR
Water connection

ECO-FRIENDLY MIXERS: AIR TREATMENT
Extremely powerful vacuum systems filter all of the dust of material following the cleaning operations: all of the production systems are connected to a network
of pipes that filters the air before releasing it into the environment, thus releasing exclusively pure air. This total respect for the planet has been recognised by the
Zero Emission Company certification, which certifies that the company has implemented a number of measures to achieve zero greenhouse gas emissions.

The Sky collection.
A new perspective.
The Sky collection puts everyone in agreement: the dual stylistic personality
of the single control wash basin tap (available in two different versions,
with the Nobili Widd® 28 or 35 mm cartridge) reflects the advanced
know-how of our trademark, a leader in innovation and technological
efficiency. A highly efficient heart, with eco-sustainable characteristics
of the highest order, designed and manufactured in our own production

facilities. The Suno works, where the Sky collection comes to life, is the
most technologically advanced production complex in the entire sector,
capable of producing over two and a half million taps per year. Choosing
the Sky collection signifies recognising the true value of a product Made
in Italy, recognised throughout the world as representing absolute quality
and excellent reliability.

SKY

The washbasin mixer tap is available in two versions, each with its own style: slim body (42 mm diameter) and support base or with integral base (body
diameter 50 mm) also available in the eco version with Nobili EcoFresh technology (temperature limiter), Nobili EnergySaving technology (energy saving) and
Nobili WaterSaving technology (dynamic flow regulator) for a maximum respect of the environment.

WASHBASIN

SYE97118/1CR
Energy saving single control mixer tap

SY97116/1CR
Single control mixer tap

WE00198CR, SY97198CR
Wall-mounted single control mixer
tap with 150 mm spout

WE00198CR, SY97198/1CR
Wall-mounted single control mixer
tap with 200 mm spout

BIDET

WE00198, SY97199CR
Wall-mounted single control mixer
tap with 150 mm spout

WE00198, SY97199/1CR
Wall-mounted single control mixer
tap with 200 mm spout

SYE97119/1CR
Energy saving single control
mixer tap

SY97110CR
External single control mixer tap
with duplex

SY97010/1CR
External thermostatic mixer tap

SY97010CR
External thermostatic mixer tap
with duplex

SY97030CR
External thermostatic mixer tap

SY97108CR
1-way flush fit single control mixer

SY97100CR
2-way flush fit single control mixer

BATH - SHOWER

SY97110/1CR
External single control mixer tap

SHOWER

SY97130CR
External single control mixer tap

SHOWER HEADS

AD138/44CR, AD139/10CR
350 mm wall-mounted arm, swivel
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet

HAND SHOWERS AND SUPPORTS

AD146/42CR
Water connection with single jet
shower head

AD146/18CR
Directional support with single jet
shower head

SHOWER COLUMNS

SY97130/30CR
External single control mixer, swivel
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet,
single jet shower head

AD150/1CR
Water connection

AD140/23CR
650 mm wall rail with single jet
shower head

SINK

SY97030/30CR
External thermostatic mixer, swivel
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet,
single jet shower head

SY97113/25CR
Single control mixer tap
with 360° swivelling body

SY97117CR
Single control mixer tap with
swivelling body and single jet
pull-out shower head

SY97133CR
Single control mixer tap
with swivelling spout

SY97134CR
Single control mixer tap
with swivelling spout

ECO-FRIENDLY MIXERS: CLOSED CIRCUIT GALVANIC PLANTS
All of the processes are executed in line with strict environment protection programmes: wash water is treated with special resins in “closed circuit” tanks in
order to be fully regenerated and reused. Only 3 cubic metres a day of water is consumed, as compared to the 360 cubic metres of a traditional plant with
similar production figures. By distilling the liquids, only 24 cubic metres of residue are produced each year - barely the equivalent of a tanker.

The Sand collection.
Elegant style, advanced technology.
The Sand collection takes advantage of the advanced technology
of the 35 mm Nobili Widd® immersion cartridge, dressing it up with a
clean, modern look suitable for any setting: a guarantee of absolute
dependability and comfort in use permitting dynamic, elegant lines with
a tall outlet flush with the mixer body. The mechanics combine all the
most recent “green” technologies bearing our name, including the Nobili

EnergySaving system and the Nobili WaterSaving dynamic flow regulator.
Technologies that were conceived, designed and realised entirely at our
Suno production facilities, modern functional settings that for some time
now have been scrupulously following eco-sustainability criteria, including
the recent installation of a photovoltaic plant that fully satisfies the energy
needs of the company.

SAND

Extremely sensitive to protecting the environment: why not join us in the environmentally friendly world. Our mixers possess innovative technologies aimed at
water efficiency (a brake system on the cartridge limits flow and helps save water) as well as energy efficiency: when the lever is in the central position, the
mixer outputs cold water only, thus avoiding boiler start-up, signifying a substantial saving in energy and reduced consumption of hot water.

BIDET

WASHBASIN

SAE99118/1CR
Energy saving single control mixer tap

SAE99128/2CR
Energy saving single control
washbowl mixer tap

SA99338/2CR
Single control mixer tap

SAE99119/1CR
Energy saving single control
mixer tap

BATH - SHOWER

SA99110/1CR
External single control mixer tap

SA99110CR
External single control mixer tap
with duplex

SHOWER

SA99130CR
External single control mixer tap

SA99108CR
1-way flush fit single control mixer

SHOWER HEADS

HAND SHOWERS AND SUPPORTS

AD138/44CR, AD139/10CR
350 mm wall-mounted arm, swivel
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet

AD146/41CR
Water connection with single jet
shower head

SA99100CR
2-way flush fit single control mixer

AD144/4CR
Directional support with single jet
shower head

AD150/1CR
Water connection

HAND SHOWERS AND SUPPORTS SHOWER COLUMNS

AD140/39CR
650 mm wall rail with single jet
shower head

SA99130/30CR
External single control mixer, swivel
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet,
single jet shower head

SINK

SA99113/25CR
Single control mixer tap, 360° swivel
body

SA99117CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel body,
pull-out single jet hand shower

SA99115CR
External set, swivel spout

SA99133CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel spout

SA99134CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel spout

SA99137/1CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel spout,
pull-out single jet hand shower

SA99300/3CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel spout,
adjustable 2-jet hand shower

ECO-FRIENDLY MIXERS: RENEWABLE ENERGY
The energy consumption of a site capable of extremely high production figures is, most of the time, kept concealed. That is not our case. For some time
now, the company has been investing in resources to increasingly reduce impact on the environment. Over 9,000 photovoltaic plant modules ensure 20%
reduction in consumption, while the installation of more than 1000 LED lamps has cut consumption generated by indoor and outdoor lighting.

The Abc collection.
The beginning and the future.
The Abc collection marks the start of a new era: one of maximum savings
and respect for the environment. Its formal appearance follows the recent
stylistic developments of the brand after the adoption of the Nobili Widd®
35 mm immersion cartridge, which allows dynamic and elegant lines with
a tall outlet flush with the mixer body. The mechanics combine all the
most recent “green” technologies bearing our name, including the Nobili

EnergySaving system and the Nobili WaterSaving dynamic flow regulator.
Technologies that were conceived, designed and realised entirely at our
Suno production facilities, modern functional settings that for some time
now have been scrupulously following eco-sustainability criteria, including
the recent installation of a photovoltaic plant that fully satisfies the energy
needs of the company.

ABC

The style of the Abc collection follows the recent stylistic developments of the brand after the adoption of the Nobili Widd® 35 immersion cartridge, which
allows elegant clean lines to be drawn with a tall outlet flush with the mixer body. The variety of solutions available (three washbasin mixer taps, four bath,
many shower solutions and six sink variants) highlights the precision and efficiency of the range.

BIDET

WASHBASIN

ABE87118/1CR
Energy saving single control mixer tap

ABE87128/2CR
Energy saving single control
washbowl mixer tap

AB87338/2CR
Single control mixer tap

ABE87119/1CR
Energy saving single control mixer tap

AB87110CR
External single control mixer tap
with duplex

AB87010/1CR
External thermostatic mixer tap

AB87010CR
External thermostatic mixer tap
with duplex

AB87130CR
External single control mixer tap

AB87030CR
External thermostatic mixer tap

AB87108CR
1-way flush fit single control mixer

AB87100CR
2-way flush fit single control mixer

SHOWER HEADS

HAND SHOWERS AND SUPPORTS

AD138/44CR, AD139/10CR
350 mm wall-mounted arm, swivel
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet

AD146/41CR
Water connection with single jet
shower head

AD144/4CR
Directional support with single jet
shower head

AD150/1CR
Water connection

BATH - SHOWER

AB87110/1CR
External single control mixer tap

SHOWER

HAND SHOWERS AND SUPPORTS SHOWER COLUMNS

AD140/39CR
650 mm wall rail with single jet
shower head

AB87130/30CR
External single control mixer, swivel
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet,
single jet shower head

AB87130/50CR
AB87030/30CR
External single control mixer with telescopic External thermostatic mixer, swivel
rail, swivel shower head ø 200 mm with
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet,
rain jet, single jet shower head
single jet shower head

AB87133CR
Single control mixer tap
with swivelling spout

AB87134CR
Single control mixer tap
with swivelling spout

AB87137/1CR
Single control mixer tap with
swivelling spout and single-jet
pull-out shower head

AB87713CR
Single control mixer tap
with swivelling body

AB87115CR
External set, swivel spout

SINK

AB87300/3CR
Single control mixer tap with
swivelling spout and two-jet
directional shower head

ECO-FRIENDLY MIXERS: ECO-FRIENDLY MIXERS
Our mixers carry with them the ecological DNA of the production cycle and preserve innovative technologies that offer high levels of efficiency in terms of
water and energy. When the lever is in the centre position, the mixer dispenses only water at room temperature, thus preventing the boiler from switching
on and releasing carbon dioxide into the air. The result is lower energy consumption.

The Blues collection.
Ethics and technology.
The geometric synthesis of the Blues collection achieves maximum
ergonomics through a boldly expressive gesture: Nobili Widd® 35 mm
cartridge technology, a guarantee of absolute dependability and comfort
in use, permitting dynamic, elegant lines with a tall outlet flush with
the mixer body. The mechanics combine all the most recent “green”
technologies bearing our name, including the Nobili EnergySaving system

and the Nobili WaterSaving dynamic flow regulator. Technologies that
were conceived, designed and realised entirely at our Suno production
facilities, modern functional settings that for some time now have been
scrupulously following eco-sustainability criteria, including the recent
installation of a photovoltaic plant that fully satisfies the energy needs of
the company.

BLUES

The Blues collection is available in two washbasin versions, bidet, bath, shower and many sink versions. The adoption of the Nobili Widd® 35 immersion
cartridge combines a reduced cross-section with incredibly clean lines, and a tall outlet spout flush with the mixer body. The Nobili EnergySaving and Nobili
WaterSaving technology helping the consumer save water and energy on a daily basis.

BIDET

WASHBASIN

BSE101118/1CR
Energy saving single control mixer tap

BS101338/2CR
Single control mixer tap

BSE101119/1CR
Energy saving single control mixer tap

BATH - SHOWER

BS101110/1CR
External single control mixer tap

BS101110CR
External single control mixer tap
with duplex

SHOWER

BS101130CR
External single control mixer tap

BS101108CR
1-way flush fit single control mixer

SHOWER HEADS

HAND SHOWERS AND SUPPORTS

AD138/44CR, AD139/10CR
350 mm wall-mounted arm, swivel
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet

AD146/41CR
Water connection with single jet
shower head

BS101100CR
2-way flush fit single control mixer

AD144/4CR
Directional support with single jet
shower head

AD150/1CR
Water connection

HAND SHOWERS AND SUPPORTS SHOWER COLUMNS

AD140/39CR
650 mm wall rail with single jet
shower head

BS101130/30CR
External single control mixer, swivel
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet,
single jet shower head

SINK

BS101113/60CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel
spout

BS101113/25CR
Single control mixer tap, 360° swivel
body

BS101117CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel body,
pull-out single jet hand shower

BS101127CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel body,
pull-out 2-jet hand shower

BS101133CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel spout

BS101134CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel spout

BS101137/1CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel spout,
pull-out single jet hand shower

BS101300/3CR
Single control mixer tap, swivel spout,
adjustable 2-jet hand shower

ECO-FRIENDLY MIXERS: LOW-LEAD BRASS AND FOOD-GRADE PLASTIC
Our mixers are manufactured entirely in very low-lead brass: its ecological vocation makes it the ideal choice for the manufacture of a totally environmentally
friendly product. We are committed to always designing products that satisfy the varying demands of the market, are simple to use and reliable under any usage
conditions. The use of top quality components, such as food-grade plastic, is the result of continuous investment aimed at giving the final user greater tranquillity.

The Up collection.
Exudes enthusiasm.
Evasive lines, surprising stylistic strength. Fresh and youthful look,
distinctive spirit. The Up collection speaks of enthusiasm and opens up
new enchanting visions. Light body, dynamic character and innovative
soul. Extraordinary elegance. The statuesque proportion of Up pays
homage to Italian style tradition: every element is perfectly balanced
inside a whole. The dynamic flow limiter blocks the lever mid-run, helping

save water. The matte black finish enhances the dynamic and innovative
spirit of the Up collection. This charismatic and elegant tone comfortably
suits the most diverse bathroom settings, guaranteeing an unmistakable
style and timeless energy. In addition to traditional mixers and wellness
components, the matching bathroom accessories ensure the range is
truly complete.

UP

Always cool: the Up single control mixer is designed to maintain a temperature that is never hot to the touch, which is particularly useful when there are
children around. The design takes on the shapes of a bowl-shaped wash basin, rotated at a right angle. This innovative concept can create style uniformity
between two different products.

WASHBASIN

UP94118/1BM
Single control mixer tap

MATTE BLACK FINISH

UP94128/2BM
Single control washbowl mixer tap

WE00198BM, UP94198BM
Wall-mounted single control mixer
tap with 150 mm spout

BIDET

UP94119/1BM
Single control mixer tap

BATH - SHOWER

UP94110/1CR
External single control mixer tap

UP94110CR
External single control mixer tap
with duplex

SHOWER

UP94130CR
External single control mixer tap

UP94108CR
1-way flush fit single control mixer

UP94100CR
2-way flush fit single control mixer

WE00198BM, UP94198/1BM
Wall-mounted single control mixer
tap with 200 mm spout

FLUSH FIT THERMOSTATIC MIXERS

WE00101, WE00101/TBM
1-way flush fit thermostatic mixer

MATTE BLACK FINISH

WE00102, WE00102/TBM
2-way flush fit thermostatic mixer

WE00103, WE00103/TBM
3-way flush fit thermostatic mixer

WE00104, WE00104/TBM
4-way flush fit thermostatic mixer

AD138/44BM, AD139/113BM
350 mm wall-mounted arm, swivel
shower head ø 300 mm with rain jet

AD138/64BM, AD139/112BM
350 mm ceiling arm, swivel
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet

AD138/64BM, AD139/113BM
350 mm ceiling arm, swivel
shower head ø 300 mm with rain jet

AD146/26BM
Directional support with single jet
shower head

AD150/12BM
Water connection

AD140/37BM
600 mm wall rail with single jet
shower head

SHOWER HEADS

AD138/44BM, AD139/112BM
350 mm wall-mounted arm, swivel
shower head ø 200 mm with rain jet

BODYJET

WE00139/87BM
Flush fit bodyjet

HAND SHOWERS AND SUPPORTS

AD146/32BM
Water connection with single jet
shower head

ECO-FRIENDLY MIXERS: ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
The packaging produced respects the brand’s ecologically sustainable development strategy. It is made using 100% recyclable material certified by the FSC
(or Forest Stewardship Council, the organisation that promotes eco-friendly, socially useful and economically sustainable forest management around the
world), and only makes use of water-based paints and natural adhesives.

The Kitchen collection.
Three pieces of art.
Move by Marco Venzano: one of a kind, redesigns the sink mixer by
revolutionising the concept of this item: the front rotation centre doubles
the mixer’s range of action. Intuition and innovation: the magnetic
attraction system with no hooks or supports allows to pick up and use
the hand shower with just one hand, improving its ergonomics. Zoom
by Nilo Gioacchini: 720° ergonomics, unites the highest expression of

contemporary design with the most spectacular functional innovation:
complete freedom of movement on the sink top. Here is a firm and evident
personality: a simple, light touch and the body and spout rotate 360°.
Charismatic lines, enclosing technologichal innovation. Likid by Rodolfo
Dordoni and Gordon Guillaumier: pure design, synthesises function with a
formal vision and refined proportions in conical and linear surfaces.

KITCHEN

The highest form of technology, for over sixty years. Various models and finishes, design development of a unique sense of beauty. Each with its own
distinct identity. Each with its own evocative style. Each possessing the supremacy of the best in design. All with the same unbeatable quality of our
trademark.

MOVE

MV92300/50CR
Single control mixer tap, 360° swivel
spout, 360° swivel single jet hand
shower with magnetic support

MV92300/50IX
Single control mixer tap, 360° swivel
spout, 360° swivel single jet hand
shower with magnetic support,
stainless steel finish

MV92400/50CR
Single control mixer tap, 360° swivel
spout, 360° swivel single jet hand
shower with magnetic support

MV92400/50IX
Single control mixer tap, 360° swivel
spout, 360° swivel single jet hand
shower with magnetic support,
stainless steel finish

LK00300CR
Energy saving single control mixer
tap, adjustable 2-jet hand shower

LK00300FL
Energy saving single control mixer
tap, adjustable 2-jet hand shower,
polished smoke finish

ZOOM

ZM00113/1CR
Energy saving single control mixer tap,
360° swivel body and spout

LIKID

LK00113CR
Energy saving single control mixer
tap, swivel spout

LK00113FL
Energy saving single control mixer
tap, swivel spout, polished smoke
finish

FRONT ROTATION
The innovative operation and the absolute stylistic purity of the Move collection, both covered by international patents, render its design unique and rather
exclusive. A distinctive characteristic of the Move mixer tap is the frontal position of the centre of rotation of the shower head (opposite to the traditional sink taps),
a unique feature that doubles the range of action of the mixer tap.

MAGNETIC ATTRACTION
This innovate system means that the shower head can be grasped and used with just one hand. The surface of the mixer tap remains perfectly smooth: the
support and stability are controlled by a powerful magnet inside the shower head. When the button on the shower head is pressed, a stop-valve blocks the
aerator jet and produces a spray jet from the shower head. When the button is released, the shower head automatically returns to aerator flow.

THE HEART OF THE NOBILI MIXERS
The Nobili Widd® 35 Eco immersion cartridge, with its mere 35 mm diameter, is devoted to maximum saving and respect for the environment. Conceived,
designed and manufactured at our own production facilities, it more than satisfies eco-sustainable objectives and helps save energy and water on a daily
basis. Its design specification and the top quality materials used guarantee maximum comfort and unequalled reliability.

Brass movement control system

ti-vibration lever mounting system

Nobili WaterSaving dynamic flow regulator

Nobili EcoFresh temperature limiter

Nobili EcoPlastic food-grade plastic

Nobili LiveDrive ceramic clutch type disc system

Nobili EnergySaving device

Nobili Widd® 35 Eco flow graph compiled by the Nobili laboratory on
15/10/2009. Test conditions: cold water at 15°C, hot water at 65°C.
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Thanks to its innovative design philosophy, the Nobili Widd® 35 Eco
full immersion cartridge (Water Immersion Dry Disc, 35 mm diameter)
allows reliability levels to be reached that were unimaginable up until now
(torsional strength 18 Nxm, high pressure resistance to over 70 Bar). The
water reaches the top of the mixer body flowing around the profile of
the cartridge, thus drastically reducing mechanical wear: there are no
internal limescale deposits and no grease is washed away. In this way,
the lubrication of the plates remains unaltered and, in addition, the low
friction clutch system of the ceramic discs ensures an incredibly easy
movement of the lever. The cutting-edge efficiency is also achieved in
terms of respect for the environment: dynamic flow regulator, energy
limiter, temperature limiter, and exclusive use of food-grade materials.
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THE TECHNOLOGY
The technological efficiency of our mixers signifies that it can be used in an extremely environmentally friendly manner: the combination of the two
EnergySaving and WaterSaving technologies limits the consumption of the mixer, thus saving money (over 200,00 € per year for a family of four, based on
the average cost of water and natural gas in Italy) and zeroing carbon dioxide emissions due to the involuntary start-up of the boiler.

Energy saving
The Nobili EnergySaving energy limiter delivers a
flow of cold water (instead of mixed water flow)
when the water is turned on with the lever at the
centre position, thus avoiding boiler start-up and
the consumption of hot water.

Dynamic flow regulator
The Nobili WaterSaving technology halves the
consumption of water by applying a brake to the
opening action of the lever at the half flow position.
Once this slight resistance has been overcome,
the mixer is free to output all the flow available.

Temperature limiter
Nobili EcoFresh technology prevents risks
of scalding and at the same time reduces
the consumption of hot water: the maximum
temperature of the water output from the mixer can
be varied by rotating a ring nut on the cartridge.

Fluid movements
The low friction of the clutch type ceramic discs
avoids friction between the plates when the
mixer lever is turned to the closed position, thus
reducing wear of the plates and guaranteeing the
soft fluid movement of the lever.

5 l/min flow limiter
Nobili has chosen the exceptional quality of
the Neoperl® group, fitting the mixers with the
Cascade® aerator. In addition to the aerator
fitted to the product, some packs also contain a
second aerator with a 5 l/min flow limiter.

A brilliant finish
The gleaming polished finish is guaranteed by
chrome plating values higher than the market
standard: all the processes are carried out
at our own factories in full compliance with
environmental standards.

Non-twist plastic hose
The ideal component to provide that extra touch
of perfection to the bathroom setting: the special
metal-effect finish enhances the tap system,
while the smooth surface prevents the annoying
twisting typical of traditional hoses.

Flessibili NPI Italia Parinox® Softpex®
The first flexible pipe approved anywhere
in the world, thanks to its superior internal
hygiene properties, its optimum resistance to
temperature and pressure and its improved
flexibility compared to pipes in traditional PE-X.

Flangia di supporto
The flange type support supplied with all our
kitchen mixer taps extends the bearing area
over the sink top and greatly increases stability,
reducing any oscillation in particularly thin
mounting surfaces.
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Suno.
The eco-friendly factory.
Choosing Nobili signifies recognising the true value of Made in Italy,
unmistakable and synonymous of quality. One hundred thousand square
metres of production space. Over three hundred indoor machining
work centres. Three eco-friendly galvanic plants and an unparalleled
environmental protection programme. Because a product designed to
improve quality of life cannot be born if it is destined to destroy the world

in which we live. Maximum respect and minimum consumption: the Suno
factory, heart and soul of the Nobili Group, the only production centre of its
kind in the sector with a high level of automation and an eco-sustainable
production: the very latest development at the works consists of the
9,000 plus roof-mounted photovoltaic modules, capable of producing
clean energy and reducing the company’s energy consumption.
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In a competitive market like ours today, a successful company cannot avoid taking innovative and courageous decisions every day. Continuing to invest in Italy,
to dedicate resources to engineering and research, to expand plants so as to increase production capacity more and more, means maintaining 100% control
of the production chain and product quality and ensuring that the industrial processes remain at top levels, in observance of Italian style, culture and tradition.
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